Coefficient bounds for functions with a positive real part are used in a rather novel way to find sharp bounds for the first six coefficients of a function which is inverse to a regular normalized univalent function whose derivative has a positive real part in the unit disk.
It was shown early [9, 11] that the inverse of the Koebe function provides the best bound for all | yk | . New proofs of the latter along with unexpected and unusual behavior of the coefficients yk for various subclasses of S have generated further interest in this problem [6, 7, 8, 12] . The purpose of this paper is to examine the early coefficients of (1.2) for a subclass of S.
As is usually the case we let "P be the family of functions (1.5) {wEC:M<log4-l}, which is also the common region of convergence of series ( 1.2). Using known bounds on the ck's, in (1.3), we are able to give precise bounds on \yn\ for n = 2, 3,4,5,6 and, by a different method, an estimate for | yn | for all n. The main results are stated and discussed in §2. Proof of the main theorem is given in §3.
2. Principal results. First let us observe that the coefficients yk cannot be uniformly bounded over Í, since if they were it would be possible to replace the disk in (1.5) by a larger one. 
I
The last statement is fairly easy to establish using the subordination principle. From Cauchy's formula for yn along with the relationship between/(z) and/(w), as was done earlier in [7] , we may conclude that
We need a bound on the integrand.
Hallenbeck [4] has shown that under the stated conditions f(z)/z is subordinate to -1 -(2/z)log(l -z), consequently, z/f{z) is subordinate to the reciprocal -z/(z + 21og(l -z)). This says there is a regular function w(z), | w(z) |*s| z | , for z in A, with the property that
Now, combining (2.4) with (2.3) and applying Rogozinski's majorization principle for subordinate functions (see p. 369, [2] , for example) enables us to write (2.5) IT. | i a*
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re'9 + 21og(l -re '9) from which the first bound in (2.2) follows. The remaining bound is obtained by maximizing the integrand in (2.5).
A comparison of results in Theorems 1 and 2 shows that the bounds in (2.2) cannot be the best possible. However, those in (2.1) are sharp when/(z) corresponds to 1 + z (2.6) Hz,= in \'P. Also. P()(z) is a function which shows that the lemmata which follow cannot be improved. It is well-known [10, 11] that |cj^2 for Â: = 1, 2_ hence, we may write 2 I Y2 l = l c\ Is5 2. This gives the first result in the theorem. For the other bounds we need additional properties of the coefficients ck. We need the first two lemmas to obtain the bound on | y51 and all three for | y6 | . We may assume without restriction that c, > 0. We begin by rewriting (3.7) for the cases n = 2 and n = 3. To generate a sharp upper bound for B we find it convenient to consider two cases depending on choices for c,. Therefore, we assume 0 *£ c, < A. Then (3.13) ß<|496c,c2-180c2c3| + 504c? 189 2°2 504C|
and as a consequence of Lemma 3 we find that 126 is an upper bound for the second term in (3.13). Now, using the bound | c21< 2 and (3.9) and (3.10). we write upper bounds for other (perhaps even all) coefficients, but we were unable to show this. It may be possible to utilize techniques like those used above for coefficients of terms of higher degree, but the computations and technical aspects of doing so appear exceedingly formidable.
Finally, let us remark on the nature of the coefficient problems for/(z) and/(w) for S and some of its subclasses. As is shown in [1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12] , it appears that for S and many of its subclasses the coefficient problem for one of either/(z) or/(w) is relatively straightforward but extremely difficult for the other. The class of starlike functions is free of this "duality", but some of its subclasses are not [7] ,
